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Festival of Zombie Culture
13 hours includes: 2 x UK Film Premieres
Terror4fun’s own 5th UK Festival of Zombie Culture.
November 19th, 2011. Phoenix Square, Leicester
This year is the 5th ‘Day of the Undead' and it is a
celebration of Zombie Films, Books and Games from
around the World. There will be a mixture of classic,
modern and rare foreign zombie films to cater to all
fans of the genre. Alongside the films there will be
Make Up Artists to turn you into the living dead,
zombie authors signing books, horror traders and, of
course, an all day bar, lucky bags for the first 200
guests and the loads of prizes including the coveted
‘Best Dressed Zombie Award' and the return of the ‘3
Minute Zombie Killing Challenge' on the XBOX 360.

SPECIAL GUEST STARS:
SEAN PAGE: Sean will be on hand to give advice on
survival, along with signing copies of his awesome new
book 'War against the Walking Dead'…
www.ministryofzombies.com
DEAN BOOR: He knows about Gore… Dean is the creator of Shock Horror Magazine, which you will be able to
devour at the Festival. Having worked for a worldwide
Horror rag Dean has his quotes on numerous DVDs.
www.shockhorrormagazine.com/
ADAM MILLARD: Author of a number of Zombie books
including Dead Cells and Dead West and lover of horror, meet him and greet him and get books signed by
him… http://www.adammillard.co.uk/

The FILMS:
City of the Living Dead. 1980. Classic Italian Film
from a genre master, gore and strangeness galore...
The Dead. 2010. Unlikely companions in this acclaimed trip across an undead Africa...
Dead Genesis. UK PREMIERE! 2011. A journalist investigates what makes survivors want to hunt the undead rather than hide...
Harolds Going Stiff. 2011. Award winning film, Yorkshire meets zombie infection with a lovely cuppa!
Deadheads. 2011. 2 intelligent zombies must survive
against zombie hunters who are now the enemy.
GETTING TICKETS
Bong of the Dead. UK PREMIERE! 2011. Stoners
FULL DAY PASSES are available now and are only £25
find Zombie brains make killer weed and need more.
for over 13 hours of Zombie Mayhem in one of the
countries state of the art digital media centres. You can
For more information about the movies, head to:
purchase a Festival Pass by calling the Box Office on
www.terror4fun.com/zombie_dayoftheundead11
0116 242 2800 OR visit www.phoenix.org.uk

LINK OF THE ISSUE…
www.redneckcarnage.com

If you want more news at it happens
then please join the group:
www.facebook.com/2361831622
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Up and coming
Zombie events
Just email us at ed@terror4fun.com to let us know
about your zombie events. We’ll make sure they
appear in front of more than 12,500 people...
October 3rd. Alien Undead released on DVD.
October 10th. The Dead released on DVD & BLU-Ray.
October 14th. Dead Rising 2: Off the Record
Release date for this PC, 360 and PS3 game!!!
Oct 25th to Nov 27th. London Horror Festival.
Theatrical Terrors... www.thecourtyard.org.uk
Oct 27th to Oct 31st. Phobophobia...
http://www.thelondonbridgeexperience.com/
October 29th: Cambridge Zombie-geddon
(More details in this issue)
October 29th: 2 Days Later Short Horror Films.
Margate. (More details in this issue)
October 29th: Film4 Frightfest Halloween All-Nighter
(More details in this issue)
October 29th: Derbys First Zombie walk
(More details in this issue)
October 29th: Zombie Apocalypse
Redeemer Halloween Party, Leicester Square in Leicester.
(More details in this issue)
October 29th: FrightARama: Phoenix Square, Leicester.
(More details in this issue)
November 19th, 2011 - www.terror4fun.com
The UK FESTIVAL OF ZOMBIE CULTURE
Zombie Films, make up artists, games, book
signings, traders and much more...

@ZombieEdUk
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The Zombie Times, October 2011
Hey there Zombie Fans,
Welcome to the biggest Zombie Times EVER!!! This one is crammed with everything that the
zombie fan could ever need including Tonnes of info about the 5th UK Festival of zombie
culture…
We hope to catch you all on November 19th at Phoenix Square in Leicester for over 13 hours of films, games, make up, guest stars and gore
and our 2 uk film premieres….
Enter the competitions, tell your friends about us and spread the word
that Zombies are alive and kicking… See you soon, more than 12,500
subscribers can’t be wrong…

Keep on rotting in the Free World,
Zombie Ed and the Terror4
Terror4fun Team
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“In The Event of a Zombie Attack”
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http://4d4films.com/films/in-the-event-of-a-zombie-attack/
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More Zombie Carnage!
Hi there Zombie Fans!
Remember last month we told you about Zombie
Carnage? The First Feature film from horror group
E=MC2? Well, these guys are needing some Zombie love
- show your support for this ingenious UK horror
comedy (did we mention ninja and nympho zombies?).
Sign up to donate on their indie-gogo page and you
can bag yourself all sorts of Zombie Carnage goodies in
due course, trust us, this film will be all the rage! Be the
first to get on the band wagon with this one and for
less than a tenner you can get a special thank you in
the credits.
How about a unique gift for that special ghoul in your
life? For 50 quid you can get their name in the credits,
a digital download of the finished film, storyboards,
script and a unique photo book from behind the
scenes. If your feeling particularly generous then for
£1000 you can have a day on the set, a personalised
filmed thank you from the director, plus t-shirts,
posters, digital downloads and lots more.
There are loads of other offers up for grabs and E=MC2
are proud to be making this film for fans, funded BY

fans. So what are you waiting for?
Head on over to their indie-gogo page now http://
www.indiegogo.com/Zombie-Carnage-The-UltimateReality-Game-Show and don't forget to like them on
Facebook.
PLUS-for those of you that fancy yourself zombie
experts you're no doubt aware that its coming to that
special time of year, one of the few joyous occasions
when we can all get our gangrene on and prowl the
streets in out most impressive zombie attire.
No I'm not talking about your local zombie walk (fun
as that may be) but Halloween!
The crew at Zombie Carnage are running a comp on
their Facebook page, inviting you to add photos of
yourself in the best zombie get up you can muster for a
chance at bagging yourself some of the ZC goodies
mentioned above. Sound intriguing?
Time to get out the fake blood, tear up your old
clothes and practice that dead eyed stare.

Go on- make Savini proud!

The deadheads from dead genesis...
Are you going to be watching them at the uk premiere?
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Leicesters Halloween Party
Autonomy and Cheesecake
Leicester Square (aka Rack 'n' Roll) 170 Belgrave Gate, coming together once again to make
Leicester. Saturday, October 29 at 10:30pm to 3:00am our Halloween party the biggest and
best around!
https://www.facebook.com/event.php?
eid=217498118313757
Damage on the Door: £4 Facebook
Redeemer is once again proud to host what will no
guest list entry all night. £5 entry all
doubt be the biggest Halloween party in the city!
night with no Facebook guest list.
This year we'll be going with a Zombie Apocalypse
theme, with lashings of guts and gore and, er, oh yeah, Simply click 'Attending' on the
Facebook event to get discounted
MASSIVE HALLOWEEN FANCY DRESS PRIZES!
entry on the dated night. Lists of
Prizes will be awarded for the most original, effective
and ingenuous costumes on the night. Costumes can be names on the wall, messages & emails won't count, only
the attending list. Attendees will be added the final
set to any theme (not just zombies), just so long as
guest list used on the front door by MIDDAY FRIDAY
they're AWESOME!
And if that isn't enough to whet your appetite we'll also THE 28TH OCTOBER at the latest.
DRESS TO IMPRESS !
have 3 floors of music on the night, with Redeemer,

Redeemer Halloween Party

Uk premiere bong of the dead
This movie will exceed your wildest expectations... It is
pure poo yourself funny and yet true to the genre, it
should not be missed and if you want to able to tell
your grandchildren that you were there at the premiere
then head on down to the Festival of Zombie Culture...

Once they escape his clutches, they team up with Leah
Kroaker, another lone survivor who has spent the past
year of her life since the outbreak tinkering and building things on her farm. She joins the boys and builds the
ultimate zombie killing machine in order to help them
on their quest.

Edwin and Tommy are two stoner buddies who are
lone survivors of a mass zombie outbreak caused by
meteorites. One day they discover a great zombie fertilizer that helps grow super potent pot. The problem is
since the government has cleared out many of the major cities, there are no longer any zombies where they
live.
In order for them to get more zombies for fertilizer, they
must go on a road trip to the "Danger Zone" where they
hope to find and gather as many zombies as possible for
their brains. Along the way they get captured by an evil
flamboyantly gay Zombie named Alex who has a plot
to organize an army of the undead in order to take
over the world.

"Bong of the Dead" is a fun film for anyone who is a fan
of blood, guts and comedy! It's a stylistic action /
comedy/ horror film that will please all those who enjoyed the classics such as "Dead Alive".

http://www.bongofthedead.com/
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The zombie-geddon in Cambridge?
A flash mob (or flashmob) is a group of people who
assemble suddenly in a public place, perform an
unusual and sometimes seemingly pointless act for a
brief time, and then disperse, often for the purposes of
entertainment and/or satire.
Flash mobs are organized via telecommunications,
social media, or viral emails The term, coined in 2003,
is generally not applied to events and performances
organized for the purposes of politics... (such as
protests), commercial advertisement, publicity stunts
that involve public relation firms, or paid professionals

what we are trying to aim for. I have changed the
event to the Saturday for a few reasons mainly there
are always more people in Cambridge and I am sure
we will have lots of hungry zombies!! And we want a
lot of people to witness the zombie march ... not only
that, Saturday is a better day for most people.

Our aim is to do this at Halloween in Cambridge
(Saturday the 29th) with anyone who would like to get
involved it would sure as hell be fun!!! And that’s the
aim it’s got to be fun and safe.
There will be 3 stages to this event with exact info
becoming available shortly before the actual march so
make sure you keep your eyes peeled.
There are a lot of different flash mobs zombie walks etc
available on Youtube I suggest you have a look to see

We are currently looking for some help, so if you think
you can help in any areas at all please let us know it
would be great to get your ideas and thoughts?

So dress as a zombie and hunt for some brains tell your
friends (BUT KEEP IT A SECRATE) you can be as
original as you like or stick to the classic brain dead
zombies. The wilder and more unusual the better.

You can follow us on twitter @zombiegeddon_uk or
find us on FACEBOOK at:

http://www.facebook.com/event.php?
eid=197207026994943

Rob Sacchetto sees dead people
Rob Sacchetto is a freelance
illustrator, painter, and visual
artist and is the creator of the
popular website
www.zombieportraits.com
The idea of Zombie Portraits
came to Sacchetto following a
high realism portrait commission. He was working on his
Know Your Zombies poster at
the same time… So, he decided
to combine portraiture and
zombies… and thus Zombie Portraits were born. Sacchetto, and others who saw a niche, set Zombie Portraits into motion online. Today, when not working on
his own personal projects, orders from Zombieportraits.com keep Sacchetto busy and elbow deep in illustrated gore.

He perfectly captures today's top stars and politicians
in their most embarrassing, undead state in his latest
book Zombiewood. This gruesome collection of fullcolour illustrations exposes Hollywood's flesh-eating
side. In this paparazzi-inspired collection of images, the celebrity bad
and beautiful are revealed as
never before - in their undisguised,
zombified existence.
Laugh-out-loud descriptions deliver detailed information on these
flesh-feasting personalities, including their favourite eats and secret
haunts.

Competition Time
To win a copy of the Zombiewood book then check
out the comp inside the back cover.

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
12,500 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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Do you love FREE horror shorts?
came in.
The top 40 films are being screened, including 9 films
55 film entries! Let the Nightmare Commence!
were produced in Kent and 5 have made it to the
Two Days Later, Kent’s biggest Short Film Competition Judges Shortlist.
screening returns to The Theatre Royal, Margate on
With an increasingly large year on year attendance,
October 29th, 2011, with another creepy programme of audiences are urged to book their tickets as soon as
Horror shorts just bursting with provocative interpreta- possible to avoid disappointment. For tickets to the
tions of the genre. Brought to you by Margate-based
screenings and awards ceremony, pre-reservation is
Beeping Bush Productions and The Theatre Royal, the recommended.
organisers will drag back the heavy velvet curtains to
reveal the dark and unwholesome fruits of 2 days’ la- Please email for FREE Tickets from the
bour, and our filmmakers’ warped imaginations!!!
http://www.2dayslater.co.uk/screen/hallowe.html requesting either for the Afternoon, Evening, or both
From 632 downloads for the brief, from all over the
screenings. As it is Hallowe’en, fancy dress if defiworld including New Zealand, Brazil and Rwanda!
nitely the preferred attire!
From Scotland, Wales to Cornwall, 55 UK film horrors
HALLOWE'EN SCREENING EVENT 2011
THE THEATRE ROYAL MARGATE, 29th OCTOBER

The dead must die !!!
"The Dead Must Die" is a new
comedy/horror web series set
after the inevitable ‘Zombie
Apocalypse’. There are 7 zombie
fuelled episodes, which will be
added every Friday for the next
7 weeks. It follows two video
game geeks, Steve (Stephen
Russell) and other Steve (Jonny
Helm) as they navigate through
the wild terrain of their long
awaited (and often discussed)
zombie apocalypse.
Unfortunately, neither of them is
really prepared for the reality of
the situation…
Through blizzards, anti-zombie hate mobs, sand
eating, creepy nameless ninja chicks, crossbows, and
moms, our heroes shall venture forth into this new
world, where there is only one thing they can be certain
of: that the dead must die!
From its beginnings as an in-character Twitter account
dealing with the zombie apocalypse, The Dead Must

Die has developed into a full
grown monster series with the
aid of its award winning creator
Matthew Snyman and Digital
Media Producer Alex Barkaloff
(Lionsgate) and of course the
lovely folks at
DailyMotion.
Each episode has original art
designed by a group of select
illustrators from around the
world, and will be available for
download each week.
Please find assets and info at:
www.thedeadmustdie.com
www.dailymotion.com/thedeadmustdie
About Matthew Snyman
An award winning young filmmaker based in London
who likes Zombies, Robots and Spaceships, in that
order. His work includes commercials, short films, virals
and now web series. His work has been shown at Times
Square, The Houses of Parliament, and the White
House. www.matthewsnyman.com
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The US now has a 3d zombie kingdom...
Bennett’s Curse Haunted Attraction is Maryland and
DC’s Best and Most Terrifying Haunted House.
Rated as one of the Top Haunts in the nation by
sources such as MSN, AmericasBestHaunts.com, The
Reader’s Digest, The Travel Channel, Hauntworld.com,
Haunted Attraction Magazine and more…Bennett’s
Curse was featured on the Travel Channel’s America’s
Scariest Halloween Attractions #3. For a decade the
evolving tale of the demise of Castle Bennett’s and the
mind bearing terror of the Sanctuary of Insanity has
entertained and thrilled thousands. Join us once again
this year in the House of the Vampyres as we unleash
our Biggest and Scariest show ever in our all-NEW location at Blobs Park, just 3 minutes south of the Arundel Mills Mall. The first 9 years were only the beginning
of the nightmares to come. We invite you to experience
the legendary Bennett’s Curse Haunted Attraction and

discover Maryland and DC’s most critically acclaimed
haunted house of all time. New Location: Blobs Park 8024 Max Blobs Park Road Jessup, Maryland 20794
Zombie Kingdom in 3D is a NEW and exciting haunted
house inside Bennett's Curse Haunted House. Bennett's
Curse has expanded for 2011. Inside this new structure is
the all new Zombie Kingdom in 3D making Bennett's
Curse NOW THREE attractions for one price all in one
location. Your ticket to fear includes The House of the
Vampyres, The Sanctuary of Insanity and the all NEW
Zombie Kingdom in 3D. Crazed Zombies await you inside Zombie Kingdom along with endless hallways,
springy bridges, spinning tunnels, and much more. If
you are scared of Zombies, we filled this attraction with
more blood thirsty zombies than you can imagine.

www.bennettscurse.com

He Keeps Writing
about the Undead

Drinks offers will be available on the night, as well as
bottomless coffee for £2. Come down if you dare...

Armand Rosamilia is a native
New Jersey boy currently living
in sunny Florida, where he
chases his loving children, drives
his fiance' nuts with stupid
trivia and stupidity, and
watches the Boston Red Sox
devoutly. "Highway To Hell"
and "Dying Days" extreme
zombie novellas are part of the
growing Extreme Undead series
of books / stories created by
Armand...
He is also an editor for Rymfire
eBooks, helping with several
horror anthologies, including "Vermin" and the "State
of Horror" series...
He is also the creator and energy behind Carnifex
Metal eBooks, putting out the "Metal Queens" series
of non-fiction books about females into Metal

www.phoenix.org.uk

www.lulu.com/spotlight/ArmandRosamilia

Join PHOENIX SQUARE, Leicester on Saturday 29th,
October to celebrate the Halloween weekend with
our Frightarama Horror Film Triple Bill. Two absolute
stone cold classics and a brand new cult masterpiece
all up on the big screen! Things kick off at 7.15pm
with Kubrick’s iconic The Shining, followed by brandnew “found-footage” Norwegian horror import TrollHunter, before rounding off with perhaps the most
terrifying film ever made: The Exorcist on a beautiful
35mm print.
7.15pm - The Shining
9.30pm - TrollHunter
11.20pm - The Exorcist

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
12,500 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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Who the F**K is Adam Millard ?

Adam is going to be
heading along to the UK
Festival of Zombie Culture
in Leicester, so to meet the
man behind the madness
you should head on down...
Adam Millard was born in
Shrewsbury in September
1980, and shortly moved to
Wolverhampton. His passion for writing soon became apparent with an
old typewriter and an
imagination that could
only be described as disturbing yet brilliant. His first
break came when his Short story 'What's the world
coming to?' was published in Edge magazine in 2003.
His first novel 'Only in Whispers' was published the following year by Planetree. Two fantasy/comedy novels
followed in 2008. Set in the ridiculous realm of Underland "The Ballad of Dax and
Yendyll" and
"Grimwald the
Great" proved
that Adam was
a versatile
writer and not
just a horror
hack. He then
returned to
what he did
best, gore and
suspense, with
Dead West. Released in
2011,his zombiewestern is a
masterclass in
horror storytelling. This was

followed up by his first
anthology, Chasing
Nightmares, before
Adam wrote a comedy
children's zombie novel
so that he had something
to read to his baby son
before bedtime without
his wife going mental. A
second book in the Dead
Series was released in
September 2011. Dead
Cells, set in a maximum
security prison, is a noholds-barred zombie
thriller.
Life for Adam revolves
around writing. If he isn't writing, then he is usually
found with a book in his hand. He is also a true Metalhead who loves to play the guitar and has an overwhelming collection of music that make his wife’s ears
bleed. He is a self-professed connoisseur of all films but
with a disturbing enthusiasm for everything horror under his skin, quite literally, thanks to his other passion of
tattoos and tattooing. Adam’s body boasts over 50
tattoos (some of which were inked by himself) with his
back being a showcase for all the modern classic horror
characters thanks to his brother, Clint’s, tattoo skills.
With regard to his own literary heroes, the walls of the
Millard household are lined with the likes of Stephen
King, Richard Laymon, Dean Koontz, Terry Pratchett,
Jack Kerouac and James Patterson to name but a few,
however he will read just about anything and is forever
bringing home new and old titles for his personal collection.

www.adammillard.co.uk
don't forget that sean page
will also be at the festival
signing copies of his new
book too !!! See you there !!!

Three Men... One Mission... Need Help with HORROR ???
http://www.darkwatersentertainment.com/
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Film4 frightfest
UK PREMIERE

Dead Genesis
The UK Premiere of this highly anticipated movie is
at the UK Festival of Zombie Culture.

Seven months have passed since the dead took over.
Many cities and states have been abandoned and
left to die. Several self sufficient hunting groups have
been established to take on the threat in a war aptly
referred to as the 'War on Dead'.
Jillian Hurst, a former news writer and amateur
documentarian, has set out to make a pro-war
propaganda film to support the W.O.D. She joins up
with a pack of renegade hunters known infamously
to North America as 'the deadheads'.
The moral dynamics and hardships of fighting in a
war against the undead are told from several different perspectives.

http://www.deadgenesisthemovie.com/

Yes, Film4 FrightFest is back after its universally critically acclaimed and much beloved main August
event with a Halloween all-nighter to die for. For on
Saturday October 29th at the Vue West End from
6.00 pm until dawn it’s going to be shock around the
clock with six of the must-see genre movies of the moment.
We kick off with BAD MEAT, a unique movie so new,
so under-the-radar, so gory, it doesn’t even have an
imdb listing. Compose yourself because next up is
LIVID, thrill to a supernatural fusion of Lucio Fulci and
Dario Argento as a dark secret is unlocked on a very
unusual treasure hunt.
Tom Six controversial sequel THE HUMAN CENTIPEDE II (FULL SEQUENCE), which was initially
banned by the BBFC will now fill the midnight slot.
The film will also play as part of our Bristol event.
French director Julien Magnat is back with FACES IN
THE CROWD, an inventive giallo-style thriller starring
Milla Jovovich as the witness to the latest attack of
serial killer Tear Jerker Jack.
COLD SWEAT is what would happen if you crossed
HOSTEL with THE WAGES OF FEAR as two old men
collect teens and pour nitro-glycerine on them so they
can’t move without blowing themselves up.
This is followed by the UK Premiere of THE WATERMEN, a stomach-churning coastal fight for survival
starring Jason Mewes of JAY AND SILENT BOB fame
facing an inbred menace.
By the time you leave Leicester Square at sun up, you
won’t have kept much down throughout Film4
FrightFest’s six-pack of shock containing as much Halloween midnight madness as you could wish for. Team
FrightFest will be your hosts as ever, with the usual
surprise extras and guests you have come to expect
from the best fest in the West End.
And there’s more! The entire Halloween 6 programme
(minus LIVID) will be repeated at the Watershed in
Bristol on Friday November 4th.
TICKET INFO. Tickets for THE ALL NIGHTER 6 will be
available from noon on the 1st of October. To get your
ticket pop along to the Vue West End, Leicester
Square and you can buy them in person. If you're not
London-based you can buy them online. Click this link
all will be revealed. (please note that this link will not
be live until noon on Saturday, 1 October) Finally, if
you can't get along in person and don't want to buy
online you can call 08712 240 240.
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Zombie Movies on the Horror Channel
October & November 2011
(Sky 319, 320 Virgin 149 and Freesat 138)

In this classic blood-drenched horror from the
controversial 'Godfather of Gore' a priest's suicide opens
the gates of Hell, paving the way for the dead to rise
and slaughter the living.

October
We take you down to Zombie Town on the 19th at
9pm. This corking gut-muncher is set in a remote
village where a parasitic plague transforms the
population into brain-chomping zombies. Can a group
of friends fight off the shuffling undead hoards?

A premiere not to be missed is on Saturday at 10.55pm
as Jeffrey Combs resurrects his most famous character in
Beyond Re-Animator. In this surreal horror comedy Dr.
Herbert West is serving time in prison for his reanimation crimes, but his experiments continue, going
Beyond Re-animator and beyond reason!

Classic undead action hits
Horror at 11.10pm on the
22nd with the premiere of
Hammer’s Plague Of
Zombies. Introduced by
respected journalist Kim
Newman it concerns a
plague that spreads through
a Cornish village. Soon it’s
discovered that the victims'
graves are empty and a
deranged Squire dabbling in
black magic has an army of
zombies! Don’t panic if you
miss this first showing as you
can view it again at 11.50pm
on the 31st.

Zombies! Zombies! Zombies!
At 10.55pm on the 23rd is a
titillating terror with a cast chock
-full of hot girls. When an
experiment goes awry a horde of
flesh hungry zombies go on the
rampage and face-off against
some tasty strippers. Fun but
packed with plenty gore it could
have also been called Strippers!
Strippers! Strippers! Do not miss
this flesh feast.
Mid-afternoon thrills on the 29th
at 4pm with the hilarious
comedy Zombie Dearest. A
doting husband Gus goes to any
lengths to please his wife, even
as far as digging up a corpse to
do his bidding! Original, funny
and inventive this is one movie
that will have you laughing
aloud one minute then shaking
in fear the next. Don't miss it!

If you fancy a late night on
the 29th then tune in at
1.45am for Zombies
Anonymous. As the recently
deceased begin reanimating
with their personalities
intact, a despised Zombie
sub-culture develops and
battle lines are drawn! If you
lap up the humour of Return of the Living Dead and
As with all TV channels the dates and times are
hunger for the grisly realism of Dawn Of The Dead then
subject to alteration so please go to
this is the gut-muncher for you!
November
Friday the 18th at 00.55am is another date for a late
night shocker on Horror, this time its Lucio Fulci’s City
Of The Living Dead.

www.horrorchannel.co.uk
for any last minute changes.
Facebook: www.facebook.com/horrorchannel
Twitter: twitter.com/horror_channel
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DERBYS FIRST EVER
ZOMBIE WALK!!!
29th October, 2011
The day will consist of everyone raising cash for three
worthwile charities and having lots of fun dressed up as
Zombies, walking the streets of Derby. With a mini music festival taking place afterwards!
The event will meet at 1pm at the Big screen (outside
the assembly rooms) then go on a large circle round
through the streets of Derby and end up back at the
Big Screen..... Walk route coming soon.
The three charities we are donating to this year are....
Derby Kids Camp, Derbyshire Assosciation For the Blind
and Save the Children.
So get inviting all your friends to the event and kick off
your halloween in style!!!
We are also trying to get clearance for a live gig afterwards... so we will keep you posted on this in due
course AND the event will be being filmed by a large
number of cameras which will be made into a cool
DVD afterwards!!

WWW.ZOMBLOGALYPSE.COM

http://www.facebook.com/event.php?
eid=133151260096871

LONDON HORROR FESTIVAL
London Horror Festival is
London’s independent festival of horror in the performing arts. Bringing together a thrilling selection
of theatre, comedy, music and performance from across
the UK, it seeks to showcase the wide range of talent
and imagination which the genre can inspire.
The Courtyard Theatre, Hoxton, in collaboration with
Theatre of the Damned have developed a programme
which reflects the power of the macabre to shock, to
move, to titillate and above all to entertain. In its inau-

gural year the festival contains disturbing adaptations
of classic horror fiction, bold new writing which stretches
from slapstick to psychodrama, from grisly comedy and
the blackest of humour to shocking revivals from across
the history of onstage horror. The dead shall rise, the
guilty will batten on the innocent and the people in the
front rows may leave splattered in gore.
With three shows running each evening, and a host of
special events to be announced, we hope you’ll join us
for London’s first winter of horror. This year, Halloween
is only the beginning.

http://www.londonhorrorfestival.com/
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Graphic novel should be quarantined!
In a small town in Michigan’s Upper Peninsula, a virus turns nearly every resident
into a vicious killing machine. A group of uninfected is trapped within the town,
abandoned with dwindling resources. These survivors must fight against the
infected, as well as the paranoia growing between them. Sparked by a mysterious
stranger, the survivors dig into the town’s secrets as they hatch their escape — yet
none of them are prepared for what they discover.
The trailer, showcasing some of the top quality artwork can be found here…
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U9lACZNlpDU
Additionally, all six issues, are available on Graphicly. You can get the entire book,
over 140 pages, for just $6 (.99 cents an issue).
Graphicly: http://graphicly.com/aam-markosia/quarantined

Zombie Tools Tee and Calendar
*** NEW! Zombie Tools
“2012: Last Days” Calendar
Dark and violent, intimate and
human; it’s like Norman Rockwell
snorting the Book of Revelation and
the Zombie Apocalypse like you’ve
never seen before. Born of a
creative collaboration between
blademakers Zombie Tools and
imagemakers Proud Ruin, the 2012:
Last Days calendar depicts a stark,
dark world in which ordinary folks
struggle for survival after the shit
has hit history’s the final fan.
Featuring the weapons of Zombie
Tools in many images, the 2012: Last Days is a 12-month calendar with standard dates and holidays, plus commemorations of historical events from humanity’s darkest hours, and
includes a total of 14 images—plus centerfold poster—directed
by Proud Ruin’s Tayn C. Reis and photographed by Aaron
Stryzewski. If the predictions for 2012 are correct, you’ll be
crossing off the days on the last calendar you’ll ever need.
http://zombietools.net/2012-zombie-apocalypse-calendar/
*** NEW! I Don’t Hate Zombie 2012 T-Shirt
http://zombietools.net/t_shirts_plus/

Competition Time
To win a copy of these Goodies then check out the
comp on the back of this issue of The Zombie Times.

“In The Event of a Zombie Attack”
This is not a DVD, this could be the next best thing to a
van load of BIG guns... Find out more at:
http://4d4films.com/films/in-the-event-of-a-zombie-attack/
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Strange Zombies, Part 16
We think it is our friend Matt at the Dia De Los
Muertos celebration, but even if you are the living
dead you need an earlier night to get rid of those
rings round your eyes...
Zombie... Yes...
Mexican... Yes...
Sleep Deprived... Yes...
Strange... Definitely...
Send us more pics of your strange zombies, Mexican
or not, we need to see them and see them NOW!!!
Pics of zombies on the us, shopping or conversing
with Michael Aspell, we want your strange zombie
images NOW!!!

Get the dead now !!!
Anchor Bay released brand new behind the scenes action from THE DEAD to celebrate its UK DVD release
on Oct 10... The Ford Brothers and lead actor Rob Freeman reveal even more candid details of what really
happened during the making of their epic African
zombie flick.

Producer/Director Howard J. Ford reveals: “Seeing
some of this new footage, a lot of which I had no idea
was even being shot, takes me right back to the horrors
we faced getting it in the can. Everything from my
knifepoint mugging on the very first day of production
to watching my own Brother Jon whither away to a
near skeleton with dysentery & severe food poisoning
while our lead actor Rob Freeman lay in a local hospital dying of cerebral Malaria.. But now, with the film

about to come out, Jon and I are starting to feel a sense
of excitement that we haven’t felt before and if the
release goes the way it looks like it will, we will owe it
to those who supported us to get our asses back out to
Africa and bring back ‘The Dead 2’ – whether we survive it or not!!” Shot on locations across Burkina Faso
and Ghana, West Africa on 35mm including many
never before committed to celluloid locations, THE
DEAD is unlike anything horror audiences have ever
experienced - an apocalyptic, savage journey to the
heart of Africa.
The story is centred around the journey of American Air
Force engineer Lieutenant Brian Murphy (ROB FREEMAN), the sole survivor of a plane crash, who has to
run the gauntlet across Africa, battling with the living
dead. He joins forces with local military man Sergeant
Daniel Dembele (PRINCE DAVID OSEI) who is desperately searching for his missing son. They must fight together if they are to survive the flesh-eating horrors of
the bush.

Competition Time
To win a copy of this DVD then check out the comp
inside the back cover of this Zombie Times.
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Chaos Campus.: Sorority Girls vs. Zombies
Chaos Campus: Sorority Girls vs. Zombies
is a pop culture parody comic book series
created by B. Alex Thompson that follows
three sorority sisters as they fight for survival during a zombie apocalypse.
Not much you really need to know. Go in
with an open mind. Have fun!
This web-comic updates every Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday, so mark those
calendars! If all goes as planned this webcomic will go on for a little over 12 years.
You can make this a reality by regular
reading, regular comments, buying ads,
and especially by buying the physical
copies of the issues.
The first issue is called: Dead Man on Campus, Part 1:
The first half of the full colour series origin! It's the night

of the "Chaos Campus" volleyball tournament between partnered sororities Epsilon
Alpha Zeta Upsilon and Alpha Zeta Zeta.
During the after party zombies decide to
crash the festivities! Dead Man on Campus, Part 2 is the conclusion to the series
origin! The sorority survivors split into three
groups to cover more ground for help
forcing Paige, Brittany, and Jamie into a
group. The trio are still getting used to
each other's quirks and might kill each
other before the zombies do!
Zombies have taken over the city and the
only hope we have for humanity's survival
lies in the hands of the three buxom remaining members of the Epsilon Alpha
Zeta Upsilon sorority. http://chaoscampus.com/intro/

George... A zombie intervention
Vicious Circle Films, the horror/thriller arm of Breaking
Glass Pictures has announced the October 4 DVD release of George: A Zombie Intervention. Starring Peter
Stickles (Shortbus), Michelle Tomlinson (Brain Dead)
and legendary scream queen Lynn Lowry (The Crazies,
Shivers, They Came From Within).

intervening, guests in the house start turning up
dead – and eaten but is George the
one to blame, or
does someone else
in the house have a
secret to hide?

George: A Zombie Intervention is a wickedly funny
comedy that takes place in a world where the undead
are law-abiding citizens like everyone else.

Full of deadpan
humor and overthe-top gore, direcAddiction can ruin lives, especially when you’re a
tor J.T. Seaton’s gut
zombie like George. After eating one too many people, -busting feature
George’s concerned friends decide it’s their job to
length debut
support him on a journey to recovery.
proves that the first
step towards recovWith the help of Barbra, a professional interventionist, ery… is admitting
George’s best friend Ben, ex-girlfriend Sarah, Sarah’s
that you eat peonew boyfriend Steve, and George’s sister Francine
ple.
gather at George’s house to confront him.
Trailer can be
Disaster unfolds as George evades his friends’ good
found at:
intentions while his hunger for flesh grows stronger than http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AcZP4A6OJrg
ever. When the group decides to take a break from

www.eatmybrains.com
Send… More… Paramedics...
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ALIEN UNDEAD on dvd
In the near future, eight people at a secret underground research facility are
trapped by a horde of terrifying zombie-like creatures. An ancient evil has
been unleashed, and danger escalates as the flesh-hungry creatures begin
mutating. With no supplies, few weapons, and little hope of rescue, the survivors must put aside their differences and try to find a way out. But one of
them is not who they seem to be, and is about to present a far greater danger than the rabid monsters. ALIEN UNDEAD is an action-packed, highoctane terror ride, with a killer of a twist. DVD extras features: ‘Making of’,
Concept Art gallery, Trailer, bonus Short flm ‘Netherworld’, Deleted Scenes,
Cast Interviews. Available NOW!

Competition Time
To win a copy of this DVD then check out the comp
inside the back cover of this Zombie Times.

10,000 Zombies Video
Further to our article in the last Zombie Times you can
now watch an online video about the whole 10,000
zombies book… Make 10,000 Zombie yourself and a
foreword by Rob Zombie, The Devils Reject himself...
Well worth checking out…
http://tinyurl.com/10000zombies

Romero minus the zombies
We had to give this one a mention,
even though it is the Maestro without
his signature villains, the Undead...
DEADTIME STORIES VOLUME 1 is out
on DVD from the 3rd October 2011.
Horror legend GEORGE A. ROMERO
presents three horror stories that will
keep you awake at night! Deadtime
Stories is a disturbing and disquieting
anthology that will give you three times as much terror
this Halloween and includes:
Valley of the Shadow - A woman searches for her missing husband in the jungles of South America, but soon
the hunters become the hunted.

Wet - A lonely man finds a jade box buried & the creature inside wants to keep him company.

House Call - A woman calls an elderly doctor out on a
dark and stormy night to make a house call on her
strangely ailing son. What he finds when he gets there
isn't listed in any medical books...
Not for the faint of heart and a must for horror fans
looking for an original scare this Halloween!

Competition Time
To win a copy of this DVD then check out the comp
inside the back cover of this Zombie Times.
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Create your own evil!
Yes, as a follow up to last issues ‘Zombie Felties’
Book that we featured plenty of other people
have got in touch telling us that there other ways
of making evil in your own home that does not
involves puppy sacrifice or eating brains...
This column will end as soon as we stop receiving
zombie craft books !!!

Spellbinding Jewellery, Creepycute Toys and More!

Open this little book of "Witch Craft" for a spellbinding
collection of dark arts and crafts! Full-color photos of
25+ completed projects are accompanied by simple
illustrated instructions for crafting scraps, found objects,
and everyday items
wonderfully
Witch Craft: Wicked Accessories, into
witchy treats: turn a
Creepy Cute Crochet: Zombies, handful of old trinkets
into a truly wicked
Ninjas, Robots, and More
One of today's hippest craft trends charm bracelet. Trap
your beloved's locks in
a
is amigurumi, Japanese-inspired
heart-shaped
locket.
crochet and knit stuffed dolls that
have inspired crafters everywhere Stitch up a midnight
black tutu in minutes.
to create gaggles of adorable
Make satin flowers into
a
creatures. Most patterns are for
bewitching
headband.
little kitties, bears, bunnies, and
the like, but here's an offering for Fashion an average
litthose who prefer their cute a little plushie into a wicked
tle
poison
apple.
Sew
a
less saccharine. Author Christen
faux puppy-fur coat (a la Cruella DeVille!) out of your
Haden combines the infamous
old stuffed animals. And much, much more!
cuteness of Japanese crafts with
characters more associated with
horror flicks, bad action, and sci-fi Both books are available from Amazon and other
places too...
films. Patterns include zombies,
ninjas, Vikings, vampires, aliens, and skeletons, to
name just a few. Each of the 30+ patterns is accentuated with hilarious commentary, step-by-step instructions, and photographs of the creatures in their natural
To win a copy of these books then check out the
environment, so even beginners will be inspired to
comp
inside the back cover of this Zombie Times.
share in the fun.

Competition Time

The walking dead goes novel;!
Based on "The Walking Dead" graphic novels/comic
books and the series starring Andrew Lincoln and written/produced by Frank Darabont, this is a new trilogy
of books written by Robert Kirkman and Jay Bonansinga, author of "Perfect Victim" and "Shattered". Set in
the world created by Robert Kirkman, this standalone
trilogy is fast-paced, action-packed storytelling about

the lengths some men will go to survive. With new
characters, new storylines and with the same in-depth
character-based plotting that has made the television
series such an immediate hit, this trilogy of novels is sure
to be a hit with those who love zombies and those who
have loved the TV series and comic books.
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Is this the most stolen poster
in United Kingdom?
So far to promote the festival
of zombie culture we have put
up over 100 around the midlands and every single one has
been stolen?
Have you seen the zombie talk
on your android phone?
If not head to
www.terror4fun.com/
zombie_dayoftheundead11

The Dying of the Light
By Jason Kristopher.

known dead and gone, the sole
survivor of the massacre at Fall
We do get contacted by a large number of authors, but Creek joins a secret military group
this book almost slipped under the radar. 30 5 star
to combat the single greatest threat
reviews out of 51 on Amazon... Should be worth
our world has ever faced.
checking out!
Unfortunately, his help may come
too late. Even as victories over the
"I didn't see Rebecca die the second time."
walkers mount, the seeds of our
The United States military hides a secret: the
ultimate doom are sown from
completely real existence of eat-your-brains, one-bite- within, and at the last, only a brave
and-you're-dead zombies. The Army has known they
few may survive to carry on.
exist for over a hundred years, and has been quietly
and expertly keeping the secret.
http://www.amazon.com/Dying-Light-End-ebook/dp/
Until now.
B0052YOGPO/ref=tmm_kin_title_0?
His hometown destroyed, with everyone he has ever
ie=UTF8&m=AG56TWVU5XWC2#_

“In The Event of a Zombie Attack”
This is not a DVD, this could be the next best thing to a
van load of BIG guns... Find out more at:
http://4d4films.com/films/in-the-event-of-a-zombie-attack/
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Zombies!!! Director's Cut
Your heart pounds in your chest
and you are finding it very hard
to breathe.
The zombies are everywhere
and seem quite intent on
making you lunch. With so many
of them, it's hard to tell if the
scraping footsteps and moaning
are down the hall or just around
the corner. One thing is for sure,
they are too close for comfort,
you are almost out of bullets,
and your luck seems to have just
about run its course!
Zombies!!! puts you in the action
as you try to escape the ever advancing zombie horde.
Players must use a combination of wits and brawn to
be the first to the heliport and certain escape. The only
problem is, the zombies are everywhere, they appear to
be very hungry and your opponents would really prefer
if you didn't escape.

The game, for two to six players, features an ever
changing map and an ever-growing army of the
undead.
Players take turns playing map tiles, placing zombies,
running furiously, fighting and generally
creating havoc for the opposition. This makes Zombies!!!
a different game every time you play it. The game
features 30 map tiles, a 50 card event deck, 6 humans,
life and ammunition tokens, AND 100 plastic zombies in
two different poses. The helicopter is about to leave,
will you make it? Comes with 30 map tiles, 50 cards, 6
humans and 100 plastic Zombies...
Available from Retailers and E-tailers like Forbidden
Planet...

Competition Time
To win a copy of this game then check out the comp
inside the back cover of this Zombie Times.

CAPCOM zombie NEWS
The October 14 launch of Dead Rising 2 Off The Record
for PS3, Xbox 360 and PC in Europe and to get you
ready for the return of Frank West, today we have an
all-new trailer featuring the beloved hero and what
he’s been doing since we saw him last.

Resident Evil 4 is available for download in Europe on

Xbox LIVE Games on Demand and PlayStation Network. This release marks the first time that the beloved
game will be available in HD and features upgraded
visuals and support for Trophies and Achievements.
One of the most critically acclaimed games of all time,
Resident Evil 4 catapulted the series in a new direction,
Dead Rising 2 Off the Record sees photojournalist and
original hero of Dead Rising’s Willamette incident,
with a strong focus on all-out action as Leon S. Kennedy
Frank West, take centre stage as players experience a
battled hordes of cultists, mutants and mind-controlled
reimagining of the Fortune City outbreak. Forget what villagers. Now available for the first time on Xbox 360
and PS3, the release also contains all the bonus content
you know about Dead Rising 2,”Frank West is back in
the game!” The new, “Off the Record” storyline means available in previous versions of the game, including the
an all new Dead Rising 2 experience. Frank will face off Separate Ways epilogue.
against more twisted enemies, build more outrageous
combo weapons, follow his own unique mission structure and explore brand new areas of Fortune City to
get his biggest scoop yet. Frank’s come back means the
return of his trusty camera, with players able to earn
Prestige Points (PP) for specific photo opportunities
that are graded against criteria such as horror, drama,
erotica and brutality.
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Joe Blasco sends
us his Zombies...
Amanda Luthi from the Joe Blasco make Up
Artist Training Centre in Florida sent us some of
the current classes creations for the Zombie Times
E-Zine…

They are certainly getting there, but I personally
feel they are quite Blood Lite, but then again I
am loving that peeked nose !!!
www.joeblasco.com
www.muatv.com

FREE to all Zombie Lovers

Zombie Make Up Artists
Need Zombies, then get in touch with these folks and tell
them to get their ‘Zombie On’ they make Undead to Order.
Name: Katrina Demeanour
Based: London, Surrey, South-East, UK
Short Films: Plenty incl. Hospital Resurrection, House
Party of the Dead V, High Heels From Hell (various
shorts), Ultra-Vixens, Zombie Z
Zombies: WZD London, Zombiecon, Fright Fest 2009
Contact Via: totenengel@zombify.me
Website: www.zombify.me
Name: Paul Ewen
Based: London and all around the UK
Feature Films: Vampires of Bloody Island, The Hollow
and Horrorshow
Short Films: Many including Dead End and Houseparty
of the Dead V
Zombies: Zombie Fest 06-09, Frightfest 2007, Frightfest
2009, Day of the Undead
Contact Via: zomboid2007-shuffle@yahoo.co.uk
Website: www.flickr.com/photos/hoof666

Name: Gavin Pate aka Gav’n Gore
Based: Leicestershire, The Midlands, UK
Feature Films: Senior Make Up Artist & FX Creator for
Zombie Undead, 2010
Short Films: ZU Trailer, 2008
Zombies: Zombie Fest 06-09, Day of the Undead 07-09,
Resident Evil Ext.-Photoshoot, Frightfest 2007
Contact Via: cracrapain@yahoo.co.uk

Do you want to see your
details here, then send
us some info about your
make up work...

GOT ZOMBIE NEWS ???
Tell us all about it and we will tell more than
12,000 zombie fans in the next‘ Zombie Times.’
Email us at: ed@terror4fun.com
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This Issues Competitions !!!
To enter the competitions, send answers to the following questions to ed@terror4fun.com
Closing dates may vary, so check our website!
Comp 1) Win a copy of Rob Sachettos Zombiewood Book. ‘Where does the author of this book live?’
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘ZOMBIEWOOD’
Comp 2) Win a copy of the NEW Zombie Tools Calendar & Tee. ‘How long is the Reapers Blade in inches?’
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘NEW & COOL ZOMBIE TOOLS STUFF’
Comp 3) Win a copy of The Dead on DVD. ‘Who is the lead actor in this film?’
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘THE DEAD’
Comp 4) Win a copy of Alien Undead on DVD. ‘Who released this film - Left Films or Right Films?’
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘ALIEN UNDEAD’
Comp 5) Win a copy of Deadtime Stories on DVD. ‘Which Romero Film is simply a mans name?’
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘DEADTIME’
Comp 6) Win a copy of the Creepy Crochet Book. ‘'What crochet is on the top right hand-side of the cover?’
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘CREEPY AND CUTE’
Comp 7) Win a copy of the Witchcraft Book. ‘What sort of coat does it tell you how to make in this book?’
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘Witchcraft’
Comp 8) Win a copy of ZOMBIES!!! The board game. ‘Which company makes this game?’
Send us an email with the answer and the subject ‘DIRECTORS CUT’

PLEASE EMAIL US YOUR ANSWERS IN SEPERATE EMAILS. It helps us sort them out!!!
Terms and conditions can be found on the Terror4fun website.
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Shock Horror Magazine
Issue 6 is now available to order...
The issue includes:
An exclusive LA shoot and
interview with Bill Moseley
Horror Icon Boris Karloff
The zombie lovers essential "How
to survive a zombie apocalypse"
class 6
PLUS a special feature on Dr
Dales show taking over America
giving essential tips on how to
survive the oncoming horde!
.. and the usual DVD, Games and
music reviews…
www.shockhorrormagazine.com

